The SISS Office in coordination with OIT will retire the Campus Solutions Report environment (rpt.dukehub.duke.edu) Thursday May 27, 2021 beginning at noon.

SISS will begin migrating RPT queries into PROD Thursday May 27th at 12:30 pm.

If your account has any query security permissions in RPT, the same security will be transferred into PROD (dukehub.duke.edu).

Things you should know...

We plan to migrate approximately three thousand RPT queries and scheduled queries that have been run within the last two years into PROD Thursday May 27th at 12:30 pm.

We will also migrate any BI Publisher content data.

The RPT queries and BI Publisher objects will be rename with a suffix (_R) to avoid duplicates in PROD during migration on Thursday May 27th.

We will ask Power Users to put their own Jobsets on hold in RPT before 11 am, Thursday May 27th. Power Users will be unable to log into the RPT database after Thursday May 27th at noon.

***If you have time, please review your RPT queries that have not run in the last two years. To include these older queries in the migration list, click the run button which will automatically update the activity date. Deleting old/outdated queries will reduce the time necessary for the upgrade and will reduce the likelihood that a poorly formed query will run in the production environment and degrade system performance.

SISS Office will maintain the RPT database as an archive after May 27th for only three months in case someone finds an older query that requires a migration request. After September 1, 2021, the RPT database will no longer be available for any user.

For all other questions email siss-ops@duke.edu.